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A Soft Reconfigurable Circulator Enabled by Magnetic Liquid
Metal Droplet for Multifunctional Control of Soft Robots

Yi Xu, Jiaqi Zhu, Han Chen, Haochen Yong, and Zhigang Wu*

Integrated control circuits with multiple computation functions are essential
for soft robots to achieve diverse complex real tasks. However, designing
compliant yet simple circuits to embed multiple computation functions in soft
electronic systems above the centimeter scale is still a tough challenge.
Herein, utilizing smooth cyclic motions of magnetic liquid metal droplets
(MLMD) in specially designed and surface-modified circulating channels, a
soft reconfigurable circulator (SRC) consisting of three simple and
reconfigurable basic modules is described. Through these modules, MLMD
can utilize their conductivity and extreme deformation capabilities to transfer
their simple cyclic motions as input signals to programmable electrical output
signals carrying computing information. The obtained SRCs make it possible
for soft robots to perform complex computing tasks, such as logic,
programming, and self-adaptive control (a combination of programming and
feedback control). Following, a digital logic-based grasping function
diagnosis, a locomotion reprogrammable soft car, and a self-adaptive
control-based soft sorting gripper are demonstrated to verify SRCs’
capabilities. The unique attributes of MLMD allow complex computations
based on simple configurations and inputs, which provide new ways to
enhance soft robots’ computing capabilities.

1. Introduction

Recently, soft robots have demonstrated various promising ways
for simplifying interactions with complex environments and hu-
mans, applying their flexible materials and compliant structures
to easily perform various tasks that are difficult for rigid coun-
terparts, such as manipulating fragile objects and navigating
through debris.[1] Various principles have been presented for the
actuation of soft robots, including pneumatic,[2,3] hydraulic,[4,5]

tendons,[6,7] and smart materials.[8–10] Functional behaviors, such
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as grasping,[11,12] swimming,[13] and
jumping,[14] can be easily realized by
the single stimulus of these actuation
principles, enabling soft robots to be used
in various areas, such as minimally in-
vasive surgery,[15,16] industry,[11] and field
exploration.[14] However, as the application
scope of soft robots gradually expands,
compliant materials and structures com-
bined with a single stimulus are difficult
to handle many circumstances’ needs of
real tasks. More complex sequence, logic,
or even self-adaptive control of multiple
actuators are highly demanded to further
enhance the functionality of soft robot
systems, where all these control strategies
need to be implemented by embedding
computation in the systems.

For most soft machines above the cen-
timeter scale, the embedded computa-
tion means integrating a network of sen-
sors, corresponding signal and voltage
conversion modules, and hard electronic
microcontrollers (Figure S1, Supporting
Information).[17–23] However, a correspond-
ing complex control system consisting of
these components that enables complicated

and coordinated actuations will undoubtedly limit the structural
simplicity of a soft robot system. Up to now, the main efforts
to overcome such limitations are concentrated on the develop-
ment of soft fluidic control circuits. Like electric currents, flu-
idic pressure can act as either/both an actuation power or/and
an information carrier, enabling new possibilities for construct-
ing fully fluid-based soft robots with computing functions.[24,25]

However, pneumatically based computing systems deprive many
advantages of electronic-based computing systems, for example,
compatible with versatile electronic functional components, and
various actuation principles including shape memory alloys, di-
electric elastomer actuation (DEA), electro adhesion, etc. Thus,
by utilizing the conductivity of some specific fluids, researchers
have tried to convert the controlled fluid movement into elec-
trical signals within simple soft fluidic circuits and demon-
strated some interesting soft machines with various computing
functions.[26–28] Although basic computation functions, such as
feedback, programming, and logic control, have been demon-
strated in current works, realizing combined applications of mul-
tiple computing functions within a simple structural framework
is still a tough challenge for soft robots. This is mainly owing
to the lack of effective techniques (e.g., regulating the internal
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and external forces) to manipulate the deformation and smooth
movement of conductive fluids in micro/fluidic channels since
those fluidic channel networks are typically designed with a well-
defined protocol under sealing conditions. Therefore, all these
factors severely limit the potential of some unique properties
of fluids in enabling complex computations and restrict possi-
ble structures and function designs of current relevant soft con-
trollers (most are based on tubular structures).

Liquid metal (LM) is conductive and highly compliant with
outstanding deformability in the open air. Thus, manipulation
of the deformation and movement of such conductive fluids
not only requires no sealing condition but also enables com-
plex computations of control circuits with various new design
possibilities.[29,30] Moreover, remote control of its deformation
and movement can be realized by dispersing magnetic parti-
cles into an LM droplet,[31,32] which further enriches the ma-
nipulation ways of LM droplets. Consequently, such magnetic
LM droplets or the so-called MLMDs, not only inherit the LM’s
characteristics,[33–37] but also can be treated as a deformable host
of magnetic particles.

Utilizing their high conductivity and extreme deformability of
MLMDs, herein, we introduce a soft reconfigurable circulator
(SRC) that maps a cyclic motion of MLMD as an input signal
to complex electrical output signals via soft electrodes embedded
into a soft channel, Figure 1A, where a simple, intermittently re-
versible magnetic field is acted as the power of MLMD cyclic mo-
tions. The SRCs consist of three basic reconfigurable modules
that are designed to realize the energy conversion, extreme de-
formation, and cyclic motion of MLMD, respectively, Figure 1B.
Therefore, a library of soft modules can be created and recon-
figured to form a multifunctional controller toward system-level
completeness. Compared with other existing soft fluidic control
circuits, our SRCs have better overall performance in terms of
input simplicity, functional diversity, structural reusability, and
compatibility (detailed comparisons can be found in Table S1,
Supporting Information). As a proof of concept, the SRCs are
demonstrated to achieve diverse complex computation tasks for
soft matter systems, for example, decision-making, reprogram-
ming, and even environmental adaptation, Figure 1C–E.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Concept of MLMD Enabled Multifunctional SRC

For programs running in rigid microcontrollers, a loop is a key
structure that enables the initialization and continuous opera-
tion of computation behavior. Similarly, in soft alternatives, we
can also construct circular work mechanisms to promote the con-
tinuous operation of various computing functions. Considering
this issue, we physically implement the loop structure of pro-
grams as a simple cyclic motion of MLMD in UV-laser microma-
chined channels, and thus propose the concept of the circulator.
Further, the main body of the circulator can be physically mod-
ularized like program instructions to achieve convenient repro-
gramming, where the unique stimulus-response of MLMD can
be used to enable various complex computations. To develop a
reconfigurable and simple circulator capable of achieving multi-
ple computations, three fundamental modules are designed with
flexible materials, which are electrode modules, programming

modules, and circular modules, respectively, Figure 1B. The elec-
trodes can be easily attached to the soft programming and circu-
lar modules (Figure S2, Supporting Information), which can be
easily connected with soft connectors (Figure S3, Supporting In-
formation).

As a cyclic motion-based circulator is aiming to mimic the
loop in programs physically, manipulating the mechanical re-
sponse of MLMD, such as smooth motions and extreme defor-
mations, is very important. The mechanical response of MLMD
can be achieved by regulating the internal and external forces
(e.g., magnetic force, friction force, and shear force) applied on
it, Figure 2A. The smooth motion of MLMD is enabled by laser-
based processing of soft module surfaces, which can enhance the
non-wettability of MLMD (more details in Section 2.2), while the
control of extreme deformation of MLMD is realized by regulat-
ing the shear force and magnetic force with opposite directions
applied on the MLMD (more details in Section 2.3). Simultane-
ously, we also study the mechanism and characterization of con-
trolled motion of MLMD on SRC’s computing performance in
Section 2.4, investigate digital/analog output and electrical per-
formance of SRC in Section 2.5, and demonstrate the capabilities
of SRCs by utilizing them to enable the multifunctional control
of soft systems in Section 2.6.

2.2. Non-Wetting Characteristics of MLMD

As revealed by the previous study, gallium-based liquid metals
have significant stickiness at the interface between liquid metal
and solid surface.[38] To overcome the significant stickiness prob-
lem in achieving controllable smooth motion of MLMD outside a
liquid environment, a one-step, cost-effective strategy with laser
micromachining is introduced, Figure 2B, left panel. The previ-
ous study shows that silica nanoparticles coated with polysilox-
anes can enhance the surface repellency to LM.[39] Therefore, the
coated silica nanoparticles were mixed into silicone elastomer,
and then the cured surface was patterned with an UV laser, Figure
S4 (Supporting Information). There, both micro/nanostructures
and silica nanoparticles exposure can be controlled, Figure S5
(Supporting Information).[40,41] Same procedure is applied to the
graphene film surface, Figure S6 (Supporting Information). The
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images show micro con-
caves alignment on both laser textured surfaces, thus enhancing
the non-wettability of MLMD, Figure 2B, right panel, and Movie
S1 (Supporting Information). The designed shape of the micro-
machined channel is a parallelogram as that not only facilitates
UV laser scanning with uniform light absorbance to solve the
sticky problems of MLMD but also enhances the compact design
of SRC with better assembling and connection of modules and
channels. However, other shapes, for example, reniform or cir-
cular ones may provide less resistance for running the MLMD.
Thus, a trade-off of various factors should be carefully considered
during the design, depending on the practical scenarios or spec-
ified targets. The preparation procedure of MLMD is shown in
Figure S7 (Supporting Information). By controlling different vol-
ume fractions of iron particles in Galinstan (GaInSn), the mag-
netohydrodynamic (MHD) phenomena can be observed by the
interaction of the magnetic field with fluid flows.[42] Therefore,
this smart fluid can respond immediately to an applied magnetic
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Figure 1. Concept of MLMD enabled multifunctional SRC. A) Schematic of MLMD enabled SRC. MLMD maps a reciprocating motion of a magnetic
signal to a cyclic electrical output signal. Both logic computing and programing can be achieved (right). B) Three fundamental modules. i) The electrode
modules are used to attach on the programing and circular modules to trigger the electrical conducting behavior via MLMD. Two typical electrodes are
designed to achieve selective conduction based on liquid metal size. The electrode above (non-selective electrode) can be conducted by all MLMDs,
while the electrode below (selective electrode) can only be conducted by large-sized MLMD. ii) Programing modules are applied to achieve sequential
predesigned conducting behavior. Noting that DEA-based soft gates are always integrated with yellow modules to trigger extreme deformation behavior
that results in information storage and control mode switching. iii) Circular modules are always connected with programing modules to guide the
periodic motion of MLMD. Two typical circular modules are designed to implement one-way and reciprocating cycles of MLMD, respectively. C) Logic
computing-based grasping function diagnosis. Implementation of two “And” logic gates configuration enables simple decision-making (grasping or not).
D) Integrated reprogrammable control of a soft car. Five different mode control can be achieved for diverse gaits based on the structural design of soft
materials. E) Robot that uses soft materials with structural compliance to achieve gripping and sorting behavior when interacting with an unconstructed
environment. Scale bars, 1 cm.
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Figure 2. Non-wetting characteristics and extreme deformation of MLMD for SRC. A) Schematic of internal and external forces acting on MLMD for
extreme deformation and controllable smooth motion. B) Schematic of the fabrication process for the non-adhesive UV laser micro-textured substrates
to an MLMD, left panel. Scanning electron microscopy of modified and non-modified substrates (scale bar: 50 μm), right panel. LT means laser-textured
surface. C) Advancing, receding, and static contact angle of the MLMD on different surfaces, lower inset. Residues remaining on the retracting MLMD
surface, upper inset. D) Schematic of iron particle rearrangement under the magnetic and shear force, where w/ means with magnetic, and w/o means
without magnetic. E) The volume fraction of two split MLMD as a function of the magnetic flux density.

field and features reversible change from liquid to semi-solid or
solid state,[43] Figure S8 (Supporting Information).

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of such a strategy,
the non-wetting characteristics of MLMDs with/without UV laser
micromachining are investigated. It is well known that yield
stress will prevent the LM from flowing to obtain a minimal sur-
face area that enhances the wetting behavior of MLMDs.[44] More-
over, the formation of an oxide skin on LM surface causes signif-
icant stickiness problems to most substrates that seriously affect
the available applications of LM.[45] Consequently, without UV
laser texturing, the MLMD droplets exhibit a relatively high wet-
tability on PDMS and graphene surfaces, respectively, Figure 2C,
lower inset. Additionally, residues can be observed remaining
on the retracting MLMD surface. By contrast, no residues are
observed on the laser-textured PDMS and graphene film sur-
face, Figure 2C, upper inset. This is due to the fact that, accord-
ing to the wetting properties,[46] the adhesive force between a
liquid and a solid is stronger than the cohesive forces within
the MLMDs. Thus, to alter the adhesive force, laser-induced
micro/nanostructures can be formed on these elastomer sur-
faces to endow them with lower surface energy. Moreover, the
exposure of coated silica nanoparticles with low-surface energy
(polysiloxanes) can enhance the repellency to MLMDs with a

large static contact angle.[47] Therefore, controllable smooth mo-
tion of MLMDs outside a liquid environment can be achieved
with modified surfaces in confined channels, Movie S1 (Support-
ing Information), and thus it enables the smooth cyclic motion
of MLMDs under the control of simple reciprocating magnetic
flux, Figure S9 (Supporting Information).

2.3. Mechanism and Characterization of Extreme Deformation of
MLMDs

To realize the function of program initialization and switching
of SRC, unique capabilities in terms of extreme deformation of
MLMD are investigated. Here, the controllable shape variation,
splitting, and merging behaviors of MLMD subjected to internal
and external forces are observed, Movie S2 (Supporting Infor-
mation). According to previous studies,[48] iron particles alloyed
with liquid metal change from random orientation to chain or
column structures under magnetic flux. Therefore, when the
magnetic orientation changes, the structure of the chain or
column will be altered accordingly to configure new shapes of
MLMD, Figure 2D, lower panel. As in Figure S10 (Supporting
Information), under the combined effect of extreme shear forces
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Figure 3. Mechanism and characterization of SRC computation. A) Schematic description of stationary and sliding MLMD (only force components in
the x-axis are depicted) under magnetic flux, where F1 and FMag are friction and magnetic force, respectively. 𝜃a1 and 𝜃a2 are defined as receding and
advancing angles, respectively. B) Sliding of an MLMD in the presence of a moving permanent magnet (B = 120 mT, v = 40 mm s−1). i) Evolution of
the moving MLMD during reciprocating motion. ii) Displacement of the MLMD versus time. C) Maximum velocity and delay time of MLMD versus
iron-nano particles in Galinstan as a function of volume fraction Φ. D) Delay time of the MLMD versus flux density. E) Maximum velocity of MLMD
versus flux density. F) Single computing unit acts as an amplifier or filter to control the deformation of the soft actuator. G) Electrical resistance of
different lengths (L) of electrodes with MLMD. H) The stability of a single programming module is tested with PWM outputs.

and magnetic forces, the oxide skin of MLMD will break and the
inner metal will flow out from the LM as a low-viscosity liquid,
owing to that the surface stress of the oxide skin exceeds the
critical point of 0.5–0.6 NM−1.[49] Of course, such a break and re-
generation of the oxide skin may affect the electrical conductivity
of MLMDs. However, in our case, it is not a big issue since a rel-
atively heavily oxidized LM[48] was not observed. An interesting
phenomenon of iron particle distribution for the split MLMD
can be observed by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) characteriza-
tion, Figure 2D, upper panel. The EDX results show that almost
no iron particle (0.43%) could be detected from one splitting
MLMD, Figure S11 (Supporting Information), right panel, while
the other splitting MLMD droplet has significantly higher iron
particle content (1.63%), Figure S11 (Supporting Information),
left panel. More importantly, for the splitting behavior, by ad-

justing the relative strength of magnetic flux, we can control the
volume ratio between Va (the one with almost no iron particle)
and Vb (the one with higher iron particle content), of the resulting
two sub-MLMD, as in Figure 2E. When the magnetic flux is less
than 60 Gauss, the shear stress induced by the magnetic flux is
not strong enough to overcome the surface tension to trigger any
splitting (the “no-splitting” phase). However, when the magnetic
flux is larger than 60 Gauss, split into small droplets with various
splitting volume ratios can be achieved according to the volume
fraction ratio Va/Vb. Meanwhile, the spitting MLMDs will merge
together and move as the original one, since alloying dynamic
process between LMs always happens at room temperature.[50]

Such a splitting behavior (Figure S10, Supporting Information)
and unequal iron particle distribution (Figure S11, Supporting
Information) is the key factor for the multifunctional control
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Figure 4. Digital logic control of SRC for decision making. A) Schematic of a full set of logic gates achieved by the connection of the electrodes with
serial or parallel arrangements. B) A NOT gate is displayed for the basic working principle of logic computing. C) A logic circuit consisting of two AND
logic gates exhibits both information storage and computing function for decision-making. Assembling information of soft fingers is stored within the
programming module (yellow) as digital logic construction, and the decision-making behavior is decided by the digital computing process with MLMD.
D) When the soft fingers are assembled in the correct position, the gripper will be actuated. Otherwise, the program will not be executed. Scale bars,
1 cm.

design in logic and adaptive control, which can be clearly seen
in the later section, for example, that in Figures 4a and 6.

Subject to internal and external forces, the extreme deforma-
tion of MLMD is demonstrated to be well controlled. Thus, pro-
gram initialization and switching can be implemented. For in-
stance, based on the splitting phenomenon, a DEA-based soft
gate integrated with soft programming modules (yellow) can be
designed to receive external signals and decide whether to split
or block the MLMD, which may lead to the program switching
of SRC, Figures S12 and S13 (Supporting Information). Also,
after the program is computed and executed, the merging phe-
nomenon of MLMD will trigger the initialization of all the pro-
gramming. Therefore, leveraging simple cyclic motion and ex-
treme deformation behavior of oxidized MLMD can realize a new

computational mechanism with programmable capability. As a
consequence, a number of design possibilities for SRC to en-
hance computational capabilities can be explored.

2.4. Mechanism and Characterization of Controlled Motion of
MLMD

The kinematics of the sliding motion and shape deformation
of MLMD are highly related to the performance of SRC, for
example, program computing time (conducting time with
electrodes) and program running speed (moving speed in the
channel). Figure 3A presents the fundamental mechanism of
MLMD’s controlled motion from stationary to a sliding state
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Figure 5. Integrated SRC for reprogrammable control. A) Top view of the SRC embedded into the soft matter system with all the electronic components
assembling together in a compact design, where SV means solenoid valves. B) Soft car moves by exploiting the contraction force (bending actuators BA1
and BA2) to drive the front wheel and rear wheel moving forward. C) Reconfiguration of fundamental modules to form different programing patterns
with defined actuation periods and orders. Two typical program running modes, left panel. Output for an applied current of 0.5 A, with a blue line for
the upper electrode, and an orange line for the lower electrode, middle panel. Output pressure for two bending actuators, right panel. D) Different
locomotion behaviors are controlled by the reconfiguration of fundamental modules under five different control modes.

under magnetic flux. The delay phenomenon can be observed
under a high-speed camera, Figure 3B and Figure S14 (Sup-
porting Information). Time-dependent images of MLMD from
the middle to the left, and then right (reciprocating motion) are
in Figure 3B(i). Figure 3B(ii) shows a clear trapping zone (no
displacement) during the back-and-forth motion of the magnetic
field. Referring to the contact angle changing behaviors of
MLMD at the same period in Figure 3B(i), only the shape defor-
mation of MLMD is observed without any movement. Hence,
the phenomenon should be strongly relevant to the formation of
the trapping zone as seen in Figure 3B(ii). Therefore, the shape
deformation (contacting angle changes) is supposed to seriously
influence the program’s running speed during the circular
motion, and we define the time in the trapping zone as the delay
time.

To learn the performance of SRC with delay time and running
speed, different volume fractions of MLMD and magnetic flux
densities are investigated. Figure 3C shows that under the same
magnetic density (850 Gauss), the minimum delay time is found
at the lowest iron volume fraction while the maximum velocity
is achieved at the 20% iron volume fraction. The results imply
that there might be a competitive relationship between magnetic
and friction force that will increase and decrease the velocity of
MLMD. Moreover, the flux density applied on MLMD has little
influence to the delay time, while the delay time increases with
the volume fraction increment, Figure 3D. The phenomenon
indicates that the internal magnetic force of iron particles dur-
ing the ferromagnetic rearrangement process may be the main
reason for the delay time. Figure 3E shows that the maximum ve-
locity of MLMD decreases with the flux density increment. Such a
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Figure 6. SRC enabled self-adaptive control. A) The sequential bending and gripping actions of the soft robot are controlled by air pressure through
solenoid valves (SV) and pumps. The states of SV(1–3) are controlled by contacting behavior between MLMD and electrodes of SRC. B) The soft robot
will repeat the bending and gripping action for each circle trying to catch the target object. C) Sequential steps of the automatic sorting behavior are
demonstrated with adaptive control. The gripper can interact with an unstructured environment to trigger the program switching. When the targeted
object is locked, the gripper will automatically grasp it to the target place as a sorting robot. Then, the program initialization of SRC will be activated to
start new sorting behavior. D) Actuating current and air pressure required in sequence for the self-adaptive control. In steps S1–S5, the gripper tries to
grasp the targeted object and the program 1 are executed with bending and grasping action. Once the gripper catches the object (S6), the program 2 is
triggered. In steps S7–S8, the soft gripper will relax the soft arm and gripper in sequence to put the object in the box as the sorting robots. Then, the
splitting MLMD will merge together to initiate the program to start a new circle (Step 1).
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phenomenon further verifies the competitive relationship be-
tween magnetic and friction forces. When the magnetic flux
density in the vertical direction increases, the magnetic particles
will gather more closely to the contacting surface. Consequently,
the surface of MLMD and substrate will contact more tightly
with a larger contact area. Thus, higher friction force acting
on the MLMD will hinder the maximum velocity of MLMD in
the horizontal direction. It hints that the maximum velocity is
highly related to two factors: magnetic force and friction force
acting on MLMD. Therefore, both the volume fraction Φ of
MLMD and the applied magnetics flux density can be optimized
to achieve higher computing efficiency (lower delay time and
higher running speed).

2.5. Function Verification

From the perspective of system-level design, the SRCs are ex-
pected to operate in either digital or analog modes. We demon-
strate the working principle of a single programming module
by using it to control a light-emitting diode, Movie S2 (Support-
ing Information). The geometrical parameter H of MLMD, the
electrode length L, and the gap between electrodes d are the key
parameters that decide the “on” and “off” states and their dura-
tion of a programming module, Figure S15 (Supporting Informa-
tion). In the analog mode, we demonstrate that under a constant
velocity of MLMD, the magnitude of electrode length L can be
used to regulate the bending angle of a soft bending actuator by
controlling its actuation time, Figure 3F. While in digital mode,
the MLMD conducting behavior can be defined as output “1”,
else “0”, Figure S16 (Supporting Information). Therefore, SRC
can be composed of several programming modules to perform
digital computing. During our investigations, we found that the
geometrical parameters of MLMD are related to the magnetic
flux density as the shape deformability of MLMD under differ-
ent magnetic flux densities is observed, Figure S17 (Supporting
Information). Also, two typical types of graphene film electrodes
are designed to achieve selective conduction based on LM size,
Figure S18 (Supporting Information). In addition, the required
magnetic flux density can be generated in various ways, such as
a remote magnetic generator, an electrically induced magnetic
field, or a controlled moving permanent magnet.[51,52] In our ex-
periments, the controllable magnet is manually moved periodi-
cally in a straight line at the bottom of the soft machines. There-
fore, the MLMD can be guided by the generated magnetic field
to move at a specified speed.

To assess the electrical performance of a single programming
module, a number of prototypes with different L and fixed gap d
are tested. The results show that the resistance will significantly
increase as L increases, Figure 3G. Also, the resistance here (non-
liquid conductive environment) is three orders of magnitude less
than that in the liquid conductive environment.[19] Therefore, a
number of soft functional materials that need to work under low
resistance can be controlled with SRC. Moreover, the stability of
electrical performance for the programming module is tested at
a constant speed of 25 mm s−1, Figure 3H. The testing result
shows that a cyclic output can be generated with the reciprocat-
ing motion of MLMD, Figure 3H, zoomed-in window, and Figure
S19 (Supporting Information). Therefore, the signals can be ei-

ther amplified or filtered with predefined electrode length L and
the gap between electrodes d as pulse-width modulated (PWM)
outputs. Further results show that the output current does not
change significantly after 80 reciprocating cycles, which indicates
that SRC has a good stability of electrical performance. However,
these might still suffer from sticky problems under two condi-
tions. One is that when running cycles many times, there might
be the fatigue of the electrodes and the sticky phenomenon may
be observed. The other is that when the output current is too
high, the oxide thickness will grow fast since high enough electric
field strength will facilitate oxide growth significantly.[38] Gradu-
ally, the stability of SRC will be degraded by the increased adhe-
sion between electrodes and MLMD. Further optimization will
be necessary in future.

2.6. Multifunctional Control of Soft Robots with SRC

To demonstrate the multifunctional control with SRC in system-
level design, three typical SRC configurations are designed
by applying the basic module libraries. Further, we use these
configurations to enable three kinds of soft matter systems
that can display versatile computation capabilities, such as
decision-making, reprogramming, and environment adaptation.

2.6.1. Digital Logic Computing-Based Grasping Function Diagnosis

Yellow programming module, reciprocating circular module, and
electrodes are used to construct the SRC configuration for digital
logic computing. Figure 4A shows the schematic of seven possi-
ble sub-configurations corresponding to a full set of logic gates:
AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR, XNOR, XOR. The NOT gate only
requires one yellow programming module with a block gate (the
groove is the same height as the bottom of the channel, which can
be used to control whether the MLMD is blocked or not). While
other gates need two yellow programming modules with a split
gate (the groove is higher than the bottom of the channel, which
can be used to control whether the MLMD is split or not) and
a block gate, respectively. The baffles in the block or split gates
can be regarded as the input signals of the logic gates (if the in-
put is “1”, there is a baffle in the groove; while if “0”, there is
no baffle), while the expected truth table output is demonstrated
with the LED lights up, else with LED lights off. In addition, it
should be noted that the circular motion of MLMD here can be
used to control the start and initialization of logic gates. The mo-
tion of MLMD from left to right can be regarded as a computing
process, which may involve a splitting behavior, while the mo-
tion of MLMD from right to left can be regarded as program ini-
tialization, which may involve the merging of several MLMDs.
Figure 4B shows the current variation during NOT gate comput-
ing, while the true value table of other gates and the final state of
each output are demonstrated in Figures S20 and S21 (Support-
ing Information). Also, the logic computing of all these SRCs can
be found in Movie S3 (Supporting Information).

By assembling multiple SRC-based logic gates in series, multi-
level logic gates can be implemented to enable more complex
logic computations, such as decision-making with multiple in-
puts. As a proof of concept, we assemble two SRC-based AND

Adv. Sci. 2023, 10, 2300935 © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Science published by Wiley-VCH GmbH2300935 (9 of 13)
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gates in series to form a simple secondary logic gate and further
achieve function diagnosis of a three-finger soft gripper modu-
lar, Figure 4C and Figure S22 (Supporting Information). To au-
tomatically input external signals to SRC, DEA-based soft gates
are integrated with yellow programming modules to control the
splitting or blocking of MLMDs. To realize information trans-
mission between two AND gates, the output signal of the first
AND gate will be used to control the corresponding DEA-based
soft gate of the second AND gate as an input signal, Figure 4C.
The pneumatic modular is composed of a soft base and three soft
fingers. Soft fingers can be connected and automatically aligned
with the base through the embedded ring magnets, Figure S23
(Supporting Information). When the soft fingers are successfully
assembled and oriented correctly (necessary conditions for the
gripper to work properly), the copper foils on them will contact
with that on the soft base to conduct the corresponding diagnos-
tic circuits, which will control the corresponding DEA-based soft
gates to descend and insert their baffles into the grooves as the in-
put “1”, Figure 4C and Movie S4 (Supporting Information). The
secondary logic gate consisting of two AND gates means that all
three fingers must be connected successfully (all three inputs are
“1”) for the final output signal to be “1”. The final output signal
will be used to determine whether the pneumatic gripper should
be actuated for grasping or not. Therefore, only if all the fingers
are successfully assembled and oriented correctly, the soft grip-
per will be actuated to grasp when the computing process is fin-
ished, Figure 4D. On the contrary, if any of the soft fingers are
not correctly assembled, the action will not be executed, Movie
S5 (Supporting Information).

SRC-based logic gates allow soft systems to achieve logic com-
puting functions in a compatible and simple way, and more com-
plex logic computations can be implemented by combining sev-
eral SRCs together. Moreover, a key feature of our SRC-based
logic gates is that the computing and input process can be car-
ried out separately. This means that we can input external signals
through DEA-based soft gates first, and then choose to perform
computation later when needed. This feature allows our logic
gates to have register-like or latch-like properties, thus enabling
more flexible computations.

2.6.2. Locomotion Reprogrammable Soft Car

Following, we demonstrate the SRC configuration for program-
ming by integrating its sub-configurations into the body of a soft
car endowed with diverse locomotion modes. The soft car moves
by exploiting the contraction of two bending actuators (BA1 and
BA2) connected with the front and rear one-way wheels. Its de-
tailed locomotion principles can be seen in Figure S24 (Support-
ing Information). Figure 5A,B shows the top view of the SRC em-
bedded into the car with all the electronic components assembled
together in a compact design. Blue programming module (with-
out groove), circular modules, and non-selective electrodes are
used to construct the SRC configuration for programming. As in
Figure 5C, left panel, the SRC can realize the one-way and recip-
rocating motion of MLMD with two kinds of circular modules,
respectively. As a consequence, both cycle and reciprocating pro-
grams can be achieved in different operation modes under the
same magnetic field. Noting that the two actuators of the car have

two different cycle actuation periods, for example, alternate actu-
ation of BA1 and BA2 can be defined as one cycle for cycle pro-
gramming, while two inverse actuation of BA1 and BA2 can be
defined as one cycle for reciprocating programming, Figure 5C,
right panel. Further, by freely reassembling basic modules, five
different gaits of the car can be generated, for example, turning,
serpentine, and forward moving, Figure 5D and Movie S6 (Sup-
porting Information). In addition, due to the imperfect molding
and assembling process of soft components, an asymmetrical ex-
pansion of left bending actuator (BA1) and right bending actua-
tor (BA2) is found always unequal in our test (Figure 5A). Thus,
there is a downward shift observed in modes 2 and 5, even though
modes 2 and 5 are symmetrical and mode 4 has a quite dense
set of value points. In the future, an improved fabrication will be
sought to minimize such an issue.

By adjusting the electrode length L, we can regulate the run-
ning time of the single step, which directly determines the bend-
ing degree of the two actuators. As in Figure 5D, the maximum
forward speed of the soft car can be achieved at control mode 5
(forward moving gait) with 0.3 mm s−1 and the maximum turn-
ing angle can reach up to 0.4° s−1 at control mode 4 (right turn-
ing gait). Although longer L will enable larger bending force for
higher forward or turning speed of the car, the soft bending actu-
ators will be broken when the internal pressure exceeds the limit
of the soft structural material.

Preliminary, we show the capability of SRC configuration for
programming through a soft car demonstration. More complex
programs can be easily constructed and reprogrammed by in-
troducing more blue programming modules in this way. Also,
SRCs can be integrated into soft structures without worrying
about weakening the overall compliance of soft machines. This
is because their soft-material-based bodies with the compliance
and semi-liquid properties of MLMDs enable the SRCs to deform
compliantly and maintain stable working performance.

2.6.3. Self-Adaptive Control of a Soft Sorting Gripper

To further demonstrate SRC’s functionality, we present an SRC
configuration that combines programming and feedback control
to achieve a self-adaptive control (adaptive automatic switching
of programs) and use this configuration to control and enable a
soft sorting gripper that can find an object placed at any point of
its bending trajectory and grab it into the collection box directly
below, Figure 6A,B. Programming modules, the one-way circu-
lar module, and graphene film electrodes are used to construct
the SRC configuration for self-adaptive control. A DEA-based soft
gate is integrated with the yellow programming module with a
splitting gate to accept external signals and control the splitting
behavior of MLMD. The splitting and merging of MLMD will lead
to a switching of the program. Especially, as mentioned earlier,
the unequal distribution of iron particles during the splitting pro-
cess causes different motions (moving or staying still) of MLMD.
Therefore, the predefined programs can be selectively executed.

As in Figure 6A and Figure S25 (Supporting Information), the
soft sorting gripper consists of a bending actuator and an end
gripper. A simple flexible pressure sensor is attached to the cen-
ter of the gripper and sends object contacting signals to the DEA-
based soft gate to control its rise and fall, Figure S26 (Supporting
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Information). Two sets of programs are pre-designed within the
SRC. One set of programs is to control the bending and gripping
action, and the other is to control the relaxation of the soft bend-
ing actuator and the gripper. As shown in Figure 6C,D and Movie
S7 (Supporting Information), once the MLMD starts to do a cir-
cular movement, the soft sorting gripper will repeat the bending
and gripping action in each cycle, trying to catch the target ob-
ject. As the gripper successfully grasps the targeted object, the
flexible sensor will be pressed, actuating the DEA-based gate to
descend. Therefore, the MLMD will be split into two due to the
shear force, and the second set of programs can be activated. Not-
ing that the yellow module can not only store the information to
trigger splitting behavior but also maintain the initial program
and switch to another, Figure S27 (Supporting Information). As
a consequence, the target object will be finally placed in the col-
lection box directly below the gripper. After the gripper put down
the object, the flexible sensor will return, and the DEA-based gate
will rise, allowing the two split MLMDs to merge and initialize
the SRC (switch to the first set of the program again). The MLMD
is doing a simple circular motion throughout the gripper’s entire
sorting process including finding, grasping, and putting down
the item without any pause.

This demonstration shows that with a simple SRC, a sophisti-
cated self-adaptive control program can be implemented through
the cyclic movement of MLMD. Such an SRC configuration for
self-adaptive control can be easily ported to other soft systems
to provide a compliant and simple way to enhance their interac-
tion capabilities with unstructured environments. For example,
we can use our SRC to help soft mobile robots better adapt to
different terrain by achieving adaptive switching of their motion
modes. In addition, although this demonstration only shows the
capability of SRC to switch between two sets of programs, it is
possible to switch between more sets of programs by introduc-
ing more yellow programming modules in SRC, which is also
one of our future works.

3. Discussion

In this work, we present a soft reconfigurable circulator, which
provides a doable way for soft machines to achieve complex and
multiple computation functions, such as logic, programming,
and self-adaptive control, with a simple structural framework.
With the help of three simple and reconfigurable modules of
SRC, MLMD can utilize its conductivity and extreme deforma-
tion capabilities to transfer its simple circulation movements (in-
put signal) into complicated electrical output signals carrying
computation results, and therefore enable soft robots to perform
multifunctional computing tasks. Although conventional rigid
circuit boards or flexible circuits with miniature rigid electronic
components can do a similar job in a smaller form, some of
our SRC’s unique characteristics, such as softness and recon-
figurability, can also offer some irreplaceable advantages to soft
systems. For instance, our SRC might provide stiffness-matched
or even homogeneous interfaces and structures for possible in-
tegration when poor interfacial stability happens between rigid
and soft structures.[53] Moreover, our SRC can quickly switch
computing functions and rewrite programs by quickly reassem-
bling various modules, which can facilitate its application in di-
verse scenarios and tasks. By contrast, for traditional rigid elec-

tronic components, especially small-sized ones, reprogramming
might be complicated.[17] Finally, although here only three typi-
cal configurations were demonstrated assembling by basic mod-
ules, the space for constructing new SRC architectures for em-
bedding computing functions in soft systems is far beyond those
presented.

To combine MLMD with modular SRC, first, we introduce a
one-step, cost-effective strategy applying UV-laser micromachin-
ing to overcome the stickiness problem of MLMD outside the
liquid environment, and therefore enable the smooth motion of
MLMD in the channel of SRC. Second, by regulating the internal
and external forces of MLMD, we develop a method to control
the extreme deformation of MLMD (splitting and merging) with
physical baffle structures. Based on this method, we can transport
external signals to MLMDs allowing them to implement func-
tions such as logic computation and program switching. The re-
sults show that it is promising to introduce MLMD as a com-
puting medium to enhance the computation capabilities of soft
systems. Its unique properties, such as extreme deformation, can
provide some interesting and novel ways to process information
and may easily achieve some complex computations. In addition,
other properties of MLMD or even unique properties belonging
to alternative conductive liquids, such as surface shock waves and
liquid natural penetration, could also be used to help soft ma-
chines process information and enhance their computing capa-
bilities.

In our experiments, the MLMD’s driving magnetic fields were
generated by manually controlling a small permanent magnet to
move periodically in a straight line at the bottom of the soft ma-
chines, Figure S28 (Supporting Information). The SRCs can help
convert such simple magnetic control signals into complex elec-
trical output signals through a relatively compact structure. Such
an approach allows us to easily control the soft machines wire-
lessly to perform complex operations without introducing rigid
signal-receiving modules (such as a Bluetooth module) into soft
systems. Therefore, the soft systems can ensure high softness yet
stability to work in some demanding scenarios, such as rugged
and narrow pipelines. In addition, as the widely commercially
available reed switch can be combined with a magnet to enable
non-contact electrical switching for some devices, our SRCs can
also be integrated with a soft magnet slide switch to enable man-
ual switching for soft systems, as in Figure S29 (Supporting Infor-
mation). Such a soft switch, enabled by SRCs, can synchronously
complete function diagnosis (as that in Figure 4) or multi-step
pre-startup (by using SRCs similar to those in Figure 5) of the
soft systems during the sliding on the process and synchronously
complete the initialization and multi-step shutdown process (cir-
cular programming in Figure 5 allows the shutdown program to
be different from the pre-startup program) during the sliding off
process. Thus, a convenient human-soft robot interaction can be
realized without significantly affecting the compliance and sta-
bility of the soft robot systems.

When it is necessary to build fully onboard SRC systems
without external input magnetic signals, one feasible way is to
introduce two complementarily activated soft electromagnets on
both sides of the SRCs to drive MLMD’s cyclic motion. As in
Movie S8 (Supporting Information), by using two commercially
available rigid electromagnets, MLMD can achieve smooth
cyclic motion in the SRC and alternately conduct electrodes. By
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replacing the iron core with a soft silicone core doped with iron
powder and replacing the outer coil with soft liquid metal wires,
we can assemble a fully soft electromagnet that fits well into soft
structures, as in Figure S30 (Supporting Information), which
has been well proved by numerous works on soft electromagnets
previously.[54–57] To further demonstrate the feasibility of this
idea, we fabricated two soft iron cores and wrapped soft copper
coils around them (which will be further replaced with softer
liquid metal wires in the future) to drive the MLMD. As in Movie
S9 (Supporting Information), the MLMD can achieve smooth
motion within the channel of SRC and conduct electrodes under
the actuation of the two soft electromagnets. In the future, we will
further optimize the structure and size of the soft electromagnets
to enable the compact and soft integration of SRC systems.

Another feasible way, which is also the next step we are work-
ing on, is to build an SRC-based oscillator using the MLMD’s
own inertial forces or gravity to achieve continuous self-cycling of
the soft systems. For instance, as in Movie S10 (Supporting In-
formation), the micromachined SRC channel allows MLMD to
move smoothly within it under gravity and alternately conduct
electrodes located at both ends of the channel. By integrating
such an SRC into a screen disk with soft actuators mounted at
both ends and using the SRC’s two electrodes to drive the con-
traction of contralateral soft actuators, respectively, we can con-
struct a self-cycling SRC-based screening oscillator under gravity,
Figures S31 and S32 (Supporting Information). Equipped with an
SRC, such a screening oscillator can automatically screen large
and small spheres without additional input signals. We can man-
ually start/stop the screening oscillator by using a small magnet
to pull the MLMD to one end of the channel to conduct the elec-
trode or hold the MLMD’s position while cycling to prevent it
from rolling to another end. Based on similar principles, it is also
possible to construct an SRC-integrated quadruped soft robot that
can achieve self-cycling forward crawling, Figure S33 (Support-
ing Information).

4. Experimental Section
Materials of SRC and MLMD: A PDMS-silica nanocomposite was

prepared by mixing commercial silicone elastomer (Sylgard 184, Dow
Corning Corporation) of 10:1 g (silicone base/curing agent) with 0.7 g
of silica nanoparticles (Size: 7–40 nm, Sigma-Aldrich, China) (Figure S4,
Supporting Information) to form the programming and circular modules.
The magnetic liquid metal (MLM) was prepared by mixing the liquid
alloy (Galinstan, Geratherm Medical AG, Geschwenda, Germany) with
commercial nano iron particles (Alibaba) and hydrochloric acid (Figure
S7, Supporting Information) through manually rotating the 10 × 20 mm
strong cylinder round magnets (Alibaba). The electrode modules were
made of graphene film with 50 μm thickness (Best Materials Company,
China).

Preparation of SRC Modules: The electrode module was cut and
surface modified by a UV-laser marker (HGL-LSU3/5EI, Huagong Laser,
China, wavelength: 355 nm; power: 5 W; mode: pulse; beam quality:
M2 = 1.2; laser intensity: 12.69 × 106 W m−2) with different operating
parameters (scan path, spacing, and speed), Figures S2 and S6 (Support-
ing Information). The programming and circular modules were made of
PDMS-silica nanocomposite by molding process with defined channel
geometrics, and the surfaces were modified by the same UV-laser marker
above, Figure S4 (Supporting Information). The connection between each
soft module was made of thermoplastic polyurethane printed by a 3D
printer (UNION 3D Lite600), Figure S3 (Supporting Information).

Characterization: The contact angles of the liquid metal droplet on
different samples were measured with drop shape analysis equipment
(DSA25, KRUSS, Hamburg, Germany), Figure 2C. The detailed micro sur-
face morphology of electrodes and PDMS-silica nanocomposite was mea-
sured by scanning electron microscopy on a GeminiSEM300 (Carl Zeiss,
Germany), Figure 2B. The samples were sputter coated with gold before
imaging, and the cross-section image was directly cut from the sample
surface, Figure S5 (Supporting Information). Energy dispersive X-ray map-
pings of the MLMD were acquired by using an Oxford X-Max EDS detec-
tor, Figure S11 (Supporting Information). The sliding motion of an MLMD
was recorded by a high-speed camera (Phantom v1212) and analyzed by
phantom high-speed software (PCC 3.6), Figure S14 (Supporting Informa-
tion). The electrical performance of SRCs (resistance and output current)
was tested by a precision LCR meter (E4980 AL) and a digital oscilloscope
(Tektronix TBS 1202B-EDU), respectively.

Fabrication and Characterization of Soft Robotic Systems: The software
Solidworks was used for designing 3D molds and for converting the de-
signs into stereolithography (STL) files for 3D printing. The 3D printing
was performed on a 3D printer (UNION 3D Lite600), using acrylonitrile-
butadiene-styrene (ABS). All chemicals were purchased from the vendors
and used as received, without further purification. Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) Sylgard 184 from Dow Corning. Ecoflex 30 and Dragon Skin
30 from Smooth-On, Inc. Ultra-high pull, nickel-plated neodymium iron
boron (NdFeB) ring magnets–were purchased from Alibaba. The current
of SRC is recorded by Digital Oscilloscope (Tektronix TBS 1202B-EDU)
from two ends of electrodes with conducting MLMD. The output pressure
is recorded by a pressure manometer (DP370) from Alibaba. The intersec-
tion of the car’s contour diagonal as the feature point was selected, and its
position change after each actuation of the bending actuators was man-
ually measured. The position data are then plotted in Figure 5D, and the
starting position of the feature point was fixed at the coordinate origin.
More details about these soft robotic systems are introduced in Support-
ing Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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